Sport trac interior

A bit of an unusual breed, the Ford Explorer Sport Trac tries to combine the strength of a pickup
with the family-friendly practicality of an SUV. In base-model form, it does not quite have the
oomph of a truck, with only horsepower from the V6. However, the available V8 increases this to
hp with lb-ft of torque that increases towing capacity by a substantial margin. It still cannot
compete with more rugged competitors, but it makes up for this with a more spacious cabin and
better comfort than you'd expect from such a ponderous beast. Although it looks very much like
the standard crossover version, the Explorer Sport Trac has a pickup-style cargo bed with an
available bed extender. With a bed size of 4. The wheels are a little small for such an
intimidating vehicle, starting at inch alloys upgraded to inch variants on the upper trims. Blocky
headlights adorn the front, underlined by broad fog lights. The center grille is not quite as
rugged and is trimmed in chrome to add style. While capable, the base powertrain under the
hood of the Ford Explorer Sport Trac is only a V6, displacing four liters to develop hp and lb-ft.
This is paired with a 5-speed automatic transmission that directs outputs to either the front or
all four corners. This is enough to get around town, but it may struggle when off-roading. For
some more oomph and ruggedness, you should upgrade to the V8, which displaces 4. Also a
gasoline generator, the bigger block is mated to a six-speed automatic to deliver hp and lb-ft.
The extra kick really helps the Ford Sport Trac in 4x4 configuration for off-roading, but max
towing is presented by the 4x2 setup, which pulls 7, lbs. The entry-level configuration Explorer
pickup is nothing to write home about, although it still delivers a comfortable ride, especially
with smaller rims. For a more enjoyable time, the stronger eight-cylinder is the way to go. This
is mated to a very capable six-speed automatic. With the raw strength, slightly lifted ride height,
and the available AWD, the Ford goes off-road without a fuss. The more crossover-like aspects
of the Ford Explorer truck mean that it handles slightly more nimbly than a pickup. While the
Ford Explorer Pickup Truck tries to do a variety of things well, it fails rather phenomenally on
the fuel economy front. Surprisingly, the most fuel-efficient setup is the more potent V8 engine
paired with the FWD. In its most efficient guise, it covers miles with its The interior is very
spacious thanks to the elements it borrows from the original. The quality of the materials is a
little less impressive, but build quality is still excellent. There is more than enough space both
in the front and back seats, but putting three adults on the bench is out of the question. Cloth
upholstery dresses the XLT, while the Limited and upwards each receive genuine leather.
Regardless of material choice, Black or Caramel with Sand inserts are the only color options.
Although it seems designed to make life more comfortable for passengers, it is actually rather
sparsely equipped. On the safety front, the truck performs extremely well. Considering its lofty
goals of fitting two roles, the Ford Explorer Sport Trac is a bit on the pricey side. However, since
this model ceased production in , used dealerships are likely the only places still stocking them,
so price is negotiable. Considering this discount, the Sport Trac is a great option for those who
like to work as hard as they play, since it covers both passenger comfort and practical
workmanship. Still, the lack of features is a serious detractor with much better-equipped
modern rivals on the current market. Check out some informative Ford Explorer Sport Trac
video reviews below. Pros and Cons Good cargo capacity and utility Pickup-like towing
capability Excellent safety ratings Comfortable ride quality. Weak V6 Terrible fuel economy
Dated interior styling. Best Deals on Explorer Sport Trac. Ford Explorer Sport Trac
Performance. Engine and Transmission While capable, the base powertrain under the hood of
the Ford Explorer Sport Trac is only a V6, displacing four liters to develop hp and lb-ft. Handling
and Driving Impressions The entry-level configuration Explorer pickup is nothing to write home
about, although it still delivers a comfortable ride, especially with smaller rims. Fuel Tank
Capacity. Fuel Economy. Ford Explorer Sport Trac Interior The interior is very spacious thanks
to the elements it borrows from the original. Ford Explorer Sport Trac Equipment and Safety
Although it seems designed to make life more comfortable for passengers, it is actually rather
sparsely equipped. Check out other Ford Explorer Styles. Now Buzzing. Change Style: New
Models. Explorer Sport Trac. Change Year: Ford Trucks. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make.
By Car Type. By Price. Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above shows how to
check for blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your Ford Explorer Sport Trac and where the
fuse panel diagram is located. If your map light, stereo, heated seats, headlights, power
windows or other electronic components suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse
that has blown out. If your Explorer Sport Trac is experiencing electrical problems, you should
always check the fuses first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change.
Some Fords have multiple interior fuse boxes even the trunk - the video above will show you
where the interior fuse box of your Explorer Sport Trac is located. The more electronics your
Explorer Sport Trac has, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so
make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to
replace a blown fuse in your Explorer Sport Trac, make sure you replace it with one that has the

same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in
question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional
mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is
a short or some other problem with your Explorer Sport Trac. Hans Angermeier has produced
over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic
repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. The best way to fix leaking hoses is
to replace them, but if you don't have time, a stop leak product might work for you. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace a burnt out DRL. DRLs are on more than your
headlights. They burn out faster and should be replaced regularly. Fix leaky hoses. Secure
precious cargo. You love your kids right? See how to properly secure their car seat. Replace
reverse light. White light when you back up - yup, they burn out and you can replace them with
bright LEDs. See all videos for the Ford Explorer Sport Trac. We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything That will hold 7 seaters as the interior space is
without a doubt sufficient. Our prime-technician, together with safety conveniences, are stored
on a different stage; also, there are generally 3 offered drivetrain choices throughout the 5
toned concentrations. Probably the most widely used products are perfect for sure any Ford
Explorer Sport that makes use of a capable V6 engine. Sport Model provides more internal
functions seeing that regular, all the exterior seems sportier, rationally, and even there are many
offers from the delivery. That price between these designs is vast, and also for the proper
factors. Nonetheless, this Ford Explorer has a lot more exceptional design, mainly the front-end.
The actual Guided very low-ray front lights will be typical, the particular fender along with the
grille are usually supplying your SUV-like profile. Typically, any design is the very high end,
which appears more costly in comparison to the Explorer happens to be. The particular bonnet
has a stuffed style, as well as the edges, are actually a little toned. This Ford Explorer Sport
gives far more great style and a lot of black over trims. A grille provides pleasant inserts, as well
as the fog lighting is much more exceptional. The back component comes with an all-new
decrease fascia along with the stainless exhaust piping. Any inches tires are usually typical,
and customarily, this unique Model features a sportier posture and also muscle body. That
approaching Ford Explorer provides a sitting for about six men and women around the several
series. The 3rd row possesses plenty of legroom, and customarily, the following SUV delivers a
spacious interior. Added to that, a freight place is actually helpful. And although all the interior
appearance extremely high end, Ford can provide no revisions for that approaching Model. In
regards to the actual Ford Explorer Sport , this particular Model offers much better
significant-technician conveniences. Synthetic leather chairs can be found with all the air
conditioning together with warming up alternatives, in addition to the breathtaking moonroof, as
well as the all-electric digital evaluate come in this provide likewise. Any basic style of any Ford
Explorer makes use of any 2. The following turbocharged product is included with incredible
electrical power plus an excellent fuel economy. It could generate horsepower and even lb-feet
with torque, also though the fuel economy is undoubtedly scored with 17 miles per gallon within
the city together with 24 miles per gallon on the road. Any is approaching Ford Explorer Sport
possesses a surprising 3. As the starting point Model provides all-wheel-drive while
non-obligatory, this method is definitely typical in the Sport Model. The particular V6
productivity is capable of doing generating as much as horsepower along with lb-feet by torque.
Either the motor is utilizing any 6-quickness programmed transmission. This particular Model at
the same time has a sports revocation, the pull offer, and also off-road updates, including slope
lineage command along with a terrain operations process. The available Harmless plus Smart
deal carries a volt residence-keep fashion strength wall plug, not one but two next-row USB 2.
Nonetheless, in case you are keen on a much more competitive Sports utility vehicles, then this
Ford Explorer Sport will be the right choice. We will have the latest Explorer for the highways
this specific slip. Skip to content. Share this: Twitter Facebook. About Author Angelina. What do
you think of our new website? Always Free Shipping! Order by 2 P. EST M-F and your order
ships same day. Auto Parts Categories:. Explorer Sport Trac. Filter by Vehicle Year: Year Sort
Best Match. Lower Price. Higher Price. Title A-Z. Title Z-A. Availability: In Stock and Ready to
Ship. Ships Same Day for orders placed by 2pm ET. Part number: AM Add to cart. Need this part
fast? Choose Next Day Air at checkout! Clear All. Select Your Vehicle. Searching for: Interior.
Part Type. Floor Mat Fitment. Cut to Fit. Set Quantity. Regulator Option. Seat Option. Low Back.

Lighting Size. Plastic Rubber. Promotional Items. Please help us make certain we are selling
you the correct part by confirming the year, make and model of your vehicle:. Body Sensors.
Exterior Accessories. Wiper System. Interior Accessories. Interior Components. View All Interior
Items. Air Intake. Belts and Engine Timing. Engine Components. Axle and Driveshaft. Transfer
Case. View All Drivetrain Items. Brake Light Switch. Headlight Assemblies. Headlight Sensor.
Headlight Switch. Headlight Trim. License Plate Lights. Lighting - Interior. Parking, Corner, Side
Marker Lights. Roof Lights. Tail Lights. Engine Cooling. Part Bundles and Kits. Fuel System.
Payoff Amount. This calculation reflects amounts in U. Dollars ro
2004 dodge ram radio wiring diagram
2004 expedition headlight
1986 cougar
unded to the nearest whole dollar. All loan figures are based upon non-commercial usage and
are subject to credit approval from an independent lending source. Actual down payment and
resulting monthly payments may vary depending upon type and use of vehicle, regional lender
requirements, and the strength of your credit. Check with your dealer for exact monthly
payment. Some content provided by and under copyright by Autodata, Inc. Share Tweet.
Loading Trims. Loading Makes. Interior Colors Camel [Tan]. Dark Charcoal [Gray]. Black
Clearcoat [Black]. Carbon Clearcoat Metallic [Gray]. Dark Cherry Clearcoat Metallic [Red]. Dark
Stone Clearcoat Metallic [Gray]. Mineral Gray Clearcoat Metallic [Gray]. Oxford White Clearcoat
[White]. Pueblo Gold Clearcoat Metallic [Gold]. Red Fire Clearcoat [Red]. Silver Birch Clearcoat
Metallic [Silver]. Please click on the link below to take a short survey. The survey should only
take 5 minutes or less to complete. We want to know what you think of minivans.

